Running too far ahead? Towards a broader understanding of mindfulness in organisations
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Current workplace mindfulness research and interventions assume that teaching mindfulness will have beneficial effects for people and organizations. While research shows that mindfulness trainings may increase resilience of working adults, assuming that mindfulness will have independent effects on outcomes at different levels of an organization is not well grounded. We assert that mindfulness training would, however, be beneficial for organizations when tailored to that context and shaped by an understanding of organizational theory and practice. We also envisage mindfulness as a beneficial property of teams, organizations and the individuals who constitute them. To close the evidence gap we propose building multi-level models of mindfulness in organizations, broadening training programs, and developing a novel competency framework for teachers in this context.
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Research: the evidence gap
A variety of mindfulness-based trainings (MTs) have been developed for workplaces and for specific target audiences in these – such as leaders. These trainings are either adaptations from MBSR programmes [1,2], or programmes-based on different theoretical models such as emotional intelligence [3] or Buddhist philosophy [4–6]. Unlike traditional MTs, workplace MTs vary greatly in length (1 day to 16 weeks) and modes of delivery (apps, webinar, live training) to meet the demands and budgets of organizations [7]. In addition to formal mindfulness practices, a number of informal practices have been developed that foster mindfulness at work and of work – mindful communication, mindful emailing, mindfulness of transitions between tasks and moments of silence [1,2,5]. Understandably, practitioners and organizations are interested in research about the potential for MTs to enable employees and leaders to thrive and be effective in the work environment.

Workplace mindfulness research has been largely influenced by MBSR/MBCT modelling – the general approach being that teaching people mindfulness in organizations will have beneficial effects for them and their organizations [8]. There is now consistent evidence that mindfulness-based interventions are effective in reducing stress in working adults [7,9] as well as symptoms of depression and addiction in clinical populations [10,11]. To date, 80% of mindfulness intervention studies in workplaces have focused on stress and resilience as their primary outcomes variables [12] but the overall study quality remains low [7].

Studies about the impact of mindfulness training on workplace-specific outcomes such as leadership, prosocial behaviour at work and performance [8] have produced at best preliminary evidence of positive outcomes. Studies investigating mindfulness and leadership, for example, are predominantly correlational [13,14,15] and found that mindful leadership was associated with humility and authenticity [13], follower wellbeing and citizenship [14] and good quality of leader-follower interactions [15]. But intervention studies investigating the effect of mindfulness on key aspects of leadership are scarce [16]. Mindfulness may be associated with increases in prosocial behaviour at work [17,18], demonstrated by greater empathy and compassion [19,20] and higher interaction quality, but Gebauer et al. [21] challenge the notion that MT is related to greater other-orientation by showing that instead of muting the ego it enhanced self-centrality. As a final example there have been inconsistent outcomes regarding the association of mindfulness with performance indicators. Some studies show that mindfulness may be associated with improved individual [5,22–24] and team performance [25,26]. Other studies report negative or no effects of state mindfulness or MT on performance indicators [27,28].
Such contradictory outcomes may partly be explained by the overall weak study quality [7,17]. Perhaps more salient is the timid and theoretically weak approach to conceptualizing, researching and teaching mindfulness in organizations. The gap between evidence and training practice is reflected in a debate [29] about whether it is ethical to offer mindfulness training as a panacea for the problems of modern workplaces such as excessive workloads, bullying, harassment and punitive supervision.

**Putting mindfulness in the context of organizations**

Why should mindfulness practice produce significant changes in workplace experience [30], or lead to better organizational outcomes? It seems unlikely that simply encouraging people to practice mindfulness will change the damaging effects of high performance pressure and dysfunctional leadership. Similarly, can we be sure that introducing mindfulness to working environments characterised by bullying or blaming will make a difference to that culture [31]? For a better understanding of mindfulness in the context of organizations we must develop theories that offer explanations-based on interactions between mindfulness and significant workplace factors. Furthermore, it will be necessary to expand our current understanding of mindfulness as an individual-level variable to include mindfulness as a team-level and organization-level variable.

A first issue that must be addressed includes what is meant by individual mindfulness in organizations and how (or if) this differs from non-work settings [22]. As Lyddy and Good [32] discuss for example in their inductive model, mindfulness practitioners may develop ‘being while doing’ at work, thus applying mindfulness skills to their respective work environments.

Then, we can conceive of mindfulness practices and skills among multiple team members affecting team and organizational processes and outcomes. These might include inter alia reduced conflict, improved interpersonal relationship, greater awareness of errors or problems in work processes, and improved team and organizational productivity – for which there is preliminary evidence [8].

This perspective should then also take into account how organizational factors might moderate the effects of mindfulness practices on team and organizational outcomes. Thus, the combined effects on the outcomes for teams or organizations of multiple members practising mindfulness will be moderated by the extent to which there is a clear, shared purpose, a good value fit between members and the organization overall and a supportive, compassionate and authentic leadership.

To broaden our understanding we also propose the conceptualization of mindfulness as a supra-individual level phenomenon. Mindfulness can emerge as a team-level variable in team units-based on team experiences [26,33]. A provisional definition of team mindfulness would describe it as collectively paying attention to the team experiences and their underlying objectives, tasks, roles and structures, in a periodically consistent and non-judgmental way. Extensive research on team reflexivity has demonstrated that through a sustained collective awareness of purpose, performance, processes, climate and problems, teams are better able to ensure effective team functioning [33–37]. Just as one returns to present moment awareness in the practice of individual mindfulness, so mindful teams will repeatedly return their awareness or attention to purpose, performance, processes, climate and problems. This may be mediated by processes such as changes in present moment experiencing and by the adoption of non-judgmental attitudes thus allowing members to become more sensitive to the dynamics of their teams and more capable of adapting team structures and processes [26].

Team mindfulness is thus distinct from individual mindfulness but may be enhanced by individual mindfulness practice. For example, where there is a high level of individual level mindfulness, it would be possible, through training, to encourage team members to develop and sustain awareness of key team elements. Such sustained attention on these core components of team (and organizational) functioning will increase the likelihood of team and organizational effectiveness. This calls for a clear conceptualization of the interaction between collective individual mindfulness and team (or organizational) mindfulness which would reflect the role of organizational purpose, performance and processes (leadership, decision-making, conflict management, people management) as well as culture, climate and problems (excessive workload, staff shortages, discrimination, conflict) [38]. Thus interventions that focus both on individual mindfulness and on increasing team member awareness of core team (or organizational) characteristics will have more powerful effects than their separate contributions.

Finally, theory might also focus on how mindful and compassionate leadership can create the conditions for effective team working and innovation [39]. There is evidence that compassionate leadership creates conditions for altruism and intrinsic motivation, for risk taking, for speaking about errors, concerns and problems, for developing improved ways of doing things, and for creating a climate of optimism, efficacy and cohesion in teams [40].

All in all, we propose the development of a multi-level model of mindfulness in organizations [41]. This leads to a vision of mindfulness also as a property of teams and organizations as a whole, which differs from Weick et al.’s [42] depiction of organizational mindfulness as (only) a set of practices [43].
The training practice: broader programs and teacher qualifications

Currently, mindfulness training in organizations focuses on teaching mindfulness to individuals (both employees and leaders). Given that our conceptualizations of mindfulness in organizations are credible, we expect that in addition to developing mindfulness in individuals the need for training programs focusing on mindfulness of team and organizational processes will grow. This means including interpersonal habits, both of individuals and teams and the related group dynamics, in the content of the training programs. Although such a shift might happen unconsciously (e.g., one study showed increased awareness of workplace stressors following MBSR training [44]) leaders and employees might be guided in a process so as to become curious about improving team and organizational effectiveness as part of the training [33].

Teacher qualification is a core factor in the success of delivering effective mindfulness trainings in organizations. In developing such qualifications the current focus is on translating the well-formulated MBSR-based standards into the workplace context [45]. For teaching mindfulness in organizations qualifications need to be broadened to having a sound understanding of the possible links between mindfulness practice and team and organizational dynamics.

This calls for the development of a competency framework for teachers of mindfulness in organizations which encompasses both mindfulness teaching skills and the knowledge and skills to apply mindfulness in teams and organizations. Thus, if the goal is to improve team effectiveness in an organization, the combined qualifications of an experienced mindfulness trainer and that of a team leader or coach will be needed. If the goal is stress reduction, a mindfulness intervention may be preceded by an investigation of the factors causing stress in that specific work environment (such as workload, bullying, harassment, discrimination, role ambiguity) and an evaluation of whether mindfulness interventions are sufficient without other organizationally contextualized interventions.

Supporting the development of team and organizational mindfulness presupposes having sufficient knowledge of research into team and organizational functioning and the effective training practices that are based upon that. Then teachers will be equipped to do more than simply teach individual mindfulness practices in organizations. They can couple this with interventions which increase collective awareness of team/organizational purpose, processes, climate, problems and so on to achieve desired individual, team and organizational outcomes.

Conclusions

Mindfulness in organizations is not only an individual property but also a property of teams and the organization itself. For example, based on their shared understanding of team effectiveness, team members may apply mindfulness to team processes thereby improving team performance and individual well-being. Compassionate and mindful leadership may be particularly potent and salient in guiding this, given the influence of leaders in teams.

Future research should focus on gaining a deeper understanding of the potential and limits of training individuals in mindfulness in a workplace context. To start, qualitative and correlational research might help us to ground new theories and models. Intervention studies could then include active control conditions such as team effectiveness coaching and compare the differential impact of coaching vs. mindfulness in a team setting along with a combination of both. In general, more high-quality studies employing longitudinal and multilevel designs that account for the nested structure of organizations (individuals, teams, departments, organizations) will enrich our understanding. Furthermore, potential mediators and moderators on each level of the organization (e.g., supervisory support, role clarity, clarity of team purpose and objectives, organizational culture) should be taken into consideration [26,46]. This also implies recruiting whole teams or organizations rather than a self-selected sample of working people interested in practising mindfulness.

Mindfulness training organizations may need to broaden their approach and to develop programs that integrate mindfulness at team and organizational level. Research into team and organizational effectiveness must be integrated into our thinking about how to apply mindfulness in organizations. Trainings with individuals, team and whole organizations should apply a competency framework rooted in a comprehensive understanding and embodiment of mindfulness in an organizational context.

Given the evidence gap and the need to broaden our understanding of mindfulness in organizations the biggest contribution perhaps of trainers and researchers to mindfulness in organizations could be the humble acknowledgement that we only know so much. And that offering training individuals in mindfulness as a panacea for modern workplace problems will not do. Only in this way can mindfulness in organizations live up to its promise and avoid becoming an empty signifier that can be used to sell anything [47].
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